READING NOTES

Blurb
Life is not going to plan for failed fashion designer Lizzie March, and then she finds herself
pregnant to super-hot bad boy Jake Wheeler.
Convinced that he’s The One, now all she has to do is make him realise that she is The One
for him!
But is it possible she’s been looking for love in all the wrong places? Maybe everything she has
ever wanted is right under her very own stilettos.
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Questions
1. ‘I know relationships can hurt but I didn’t think I’d end up in hospital as a result. Total
accident. No one’s fault. I just happened to be passing by his home. Yes, I was a good forty-five
minutes out of my way, it was getting late and I wasn’t exactly invited, but somehow, before I
knew it, I was standing outside his house! Complete coincidence.’ (page 1)
a. Loving Lizzie March sits firmly in the genre of romantic comedy, which has
traditional codes and conventions (meet cutes, humour and happy endings etc.).
How does the novel fit within the romantic-comedy framework? Are there ways in
which it subverts the framework, and how? Why do some people gravitate towards
romantic comedies? What does this genre make you feel?
b.

Most of the characters in Loving Lizzie March – Lizzie, Dr Mitch, Clem and
Cherie – are chasing their dreams. In which way is each character chasing their
dreams and how do they succeed? Specifically, why do you think Lizzie failed
in fashion design to begin with? Even though this plays into the ‘happy ending’
trope, why do you think this is an important part of romantic comedy?

2. ‘I’ve never trusted anyone since. Is it any wonder, then, that I found myself indulging in a little
bit of casual stalking? Hence my ‘checking in’ on Jake. Nothing creepy, just an attempt to find
out what’s really going on.’ (page 28)
The story begins with Lizzie standing on a wheelie bin looking through Jake’s window. Do
you consider this stalking or an act of desperation? Do you think her actions are justified?
Why or why not?
3. ‘Not every guy is The One. And in the unlikely event any guy had the potential of being The
One, you scare him off by doing insane things and causing him or others physical harm.’
(Clem, page 18)
‘Love’ and the search for ‘The One’ are pervading themes throughout the novel. How
does Loving Lizzie March explore ‘love’ as a theme? Lizzie, Clem and Lizzie’s mum all have
different thoughts about Lizzie’s approach to finding ‘The One’. What are your thoughts
on the concept of ‘The One’?
4. Lizzie’s romantic relationships with Dr Mitch and Jake are polar opposites. Discuss the
differences between these two relationships. Why is Lizzie so compatible with Dr Mitch?
Why did Lizzie believe she needed to make it work with Jake? What does her relationship
with Jake say about dating in a contemporary world, with the ease of text messaging and
meeting people on dating apps and speed-dating?
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5. Lizzie March is exasperatingly endearing. She wears her heart on her sleeve, she is clumsy,
and, like all great characters, she is flawed. Discuss Lizzie’s character and her journey as a
protagonist. Do you relate to her? Why or why not? How does Lizzie grow to love herself?
6. ‘Most conversations with my mother centre around the same subject: Mr Right. And how and
when I’m going to meet him. As far as she’s concerned, being thirty and single is a tragedy.’
(page 26)
Lizzie feels societal pressures to be in a perfect relationship, be a model daughter and
have a successful career. What does her journey say about the unrealistic expectations that
society puts on women? What does it say about success and perfection?
7. ‘My heart starts racing as Clem continues to unleash a fury the likes of which I never thought
her capable. Here I was assuming that Clem was more than happy to sort through the constant
stream of dilemmas I seem to face, but never have I stopped to consider how stressful her life is.’
(page 120)
Consider Lizzie’s friendship with Clem. Why do you think they remained friends
throughout the years? What makes their bond so strong? In what ways is Clem a good
friend to Lizzie? Does Lizzie sometimes take Clem for granted? How and why? Compare
their friendship to your own friendships.
8. ‘Dad and I never talk about anything too emotional so his simple affection and concern is
touching.’ (page 296)
a. Lizzie’s mum and dad parent her in very different ways. Discuss some of these
differences, and their effectiveness or lack thereof.
b. Lizzie’s parents represent traditional gender roles. How does this affect the novel
and their relationships with Lizzie? Similarly, how does her mum’s point of view of
the perfect daughter permeate her relationship with Lizzie?
9. ‘Mum’s chatter fills the silence. She gives me a hug and I cling to her, silent tears soaking into
her David Lawrence blouse. The fact that she doesn’t tell me how common miscarriage is makes
me cry even more.’ (page 198)
The trauma of miscarriage is a theme that should be approached with compassion, care
and sensitivity. Discuss how Loving Lizzie March has approached this theme. Why is it
important that this theme is explored in fiction?
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10. ‘I pretend to know what [onesies] are, but Clem is not fooled. “They’re all-in-one outfits that
newborn babies wear,” she says, slowly, like she’s explaining something to a small child. “You
can never have enough of them.”
“I know what a onesie is, Clem,” I say, even though I’m grateful she has clarified this. I
make a mental note to add that to my list of things to google.’ (page 112)
How is Loving Lizzie March a commentary on pregnancy and the pressures and fears
placed on new mothers? Do you think the baby-product industry plays into these fears?
Why or why not?
11. ‘She gives me her card, saying if I ever need a cab to call her directly. My eyes are brimming
with tears. Thank God Cherie picked me up.’ (page 105)
Cherie L’Amour’s role in the novel is delightfully unexpected, and she is always there
when Lizzie needs her. What role does she play in Lizzie’s journey? How does Cherie fall
into the ‘wise woman’ archetype?
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